
Robotics and coding for kindergarten and 
primary school



Success tomorrow depends on the right 
learning tools children are using today

In 2017 half of the US jobs in the top income quartile ($57,000+ per year) required at least some 
computer coding knowledge or skill. 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/half-of-the-high-paying-jobs-in-america-now-require-this-skill-2016-06-21


Robo Wunderkind is an educational platform which 
makes robotics and programming accessible for 

children as young as 5 years old.



Robo Wunderkind serves as 

Introduction to Programming and AI

Introduction to Design Thinking & Engineering

Introduction to Robotics

Having functions separated by blocks allows kids to understand how 
each of them works in a context of a project.

Using state machine based programming interface allows kids to 
quickly grasp the principles of programming and AI. This creates a 
solid foundation for a deeper dive into the subject.

Having modular construction and support of LEGO parts allows kids 
experiment and find multiple ways to desired outcome.



Why is Robo Wunderkind the best product 
for kids of primary school age?

Safe & Durable

Non verbal Apps

Simple shapes

Easy to build. Easy to imagine the desired shape. Great for spatial 
thinking development.

Visual programming interface allows even the smallest kids to grasp 
the basics of programming. No reading required.

Fits into a lesson timeframe
Easy building and programming allow to get the outcome in one 
lesson, which leads to a greater engagement of kids and deeper 
understanding of the subject.

Doesn’t contain any small parts. Shockproof design allows for a 
confident use by kids without the risk of damaging cubes.



Robotic building blocks Apps

- Easy to handle
- Color coded by functions
- Safe and durable
- LEGO compatible

- Various coding possibilities
- Language and reading skills independent
- Interactive building instructions
- Featuring stories and challenges
- Open source libraries to enable creating your 

own apps

Build robots by simply snapping blocks together, then seamlessly 
program on the smartphone or tablet.



Design thinking
Creativity

Exploration

Fine motor skills
Spatial thinking
Engineering 

Open-ended child-initiated learning
Storytelling
Social skills

Algorithmic and logical thinking
Problem solving (debugging)
Collaboration

Learn through play



One product - many age groups

Starter Kit +
Robo Live App

Starter Kit +
Robo Code App

Upgrade Kits +
Robo Code App

Upgrade Kits +
Scratch App*

Upgrade Kits +
Python API

4-7 y.o.

6-8 y.o.

6-12 y.o.

8-12 y.o.

11+ y.o.

*- Scratch App and development of curriculum for older age groups is in development 



                     Launch on your own invention adventure with our Starter Kit. 
Here are some ideas of what you can build:

Flashlight Lighthouse Light roller Bouncy robot Messenger

Get creative and invent your own builds! The possibilities are endless.



RGB LED

LED Display

Main Block

Light sensor

Line follower

Button IR Blaster

Motion Detector

Distance Sensor DC Motor

Servo Motor

LEGO Connector



Main Block

LED Display

RGB LED

The brain and heart of your Robo.
 It contains battery, speaker and 
connects to your mobile device

Your own digital canvas to express 
Robo’s emotions or simply draw on it

Lights up with all colors of the 
rainbow

Distance Sensor

Helps your robot to see and react to 
the obstacles

Motion Sensor

Spots any movement around

Button

Can be programmed as a trigger for 
many different actions



Light sensor

Line Follower

IR Blaster/Receiver

Reacts to the light

Keeps your robotic car on track even 
on the most curvy road

Lets your robot act like a remote 
control, send and receive IR signals

Motor

Responsible for the movement

Servo Motor

Can be programmed to turn for 
precise angles

Lego Connector

Helps to decorate your robo with 
favourite LEGO bricks



Robo Code

● Helps to program your robot
● Color coded logic
● Intuitive non-verbal interface

Logical thinking innovation

6+

Digital literacy Problem solving

Robo Wunderkind Apps



Robo Live

Spatial thinking

5+

Logical thinking Creativity

Robo Wunderkind Apps

● Control your robot remotely
● Color coded logic
● Intuitive drag’n’drop interface



$179
5 Modules

$129

$69

$49

$149

Product line for consumer market

multiple sensors and triggers

LED Matrix and RGB Light

new building possibilities

extra mobility with additional 
motors



Project ideas for parents and kids



Video tutorials on YouTube



Parents about Robo Wunderkind

"Love the product and thanks for the hard work 
on it. The interface on the apps is great, my 6yr 

old got the hang of it in a few minutes. Very 
good work!”

Arjen
Father of 6, 8 and 11 y.o. 

children, Netherlands

“We are planning together what to build and 
then try it out. Lots of fun time together! 

Looking forward to more modules coming out. 

Bernhard
Father of a 7 y.o.
son, Graz, Austria



Robo Wunderkind Wonder Workshop Make Block Lego Boost Lego Mindstorms

Programming 
experience unlimited several apps several apps limited, one app quite complex

Building time 15 minutes n.a. 1 hour 3-4 hours 3-4 hours

Age 5+ 6+ 8+ 8+ 11+

Price $179-$399 $149-$279 $99-$349 $159 $349

Sensors 7+ sensors 3 sensors 3 sensors 3 sensors 5 sensors

Comments

The only product on the 
market which enables 

kids aged 5+ building & 
programming robots in 

minutes

No variability Too techie and boys 
oriented Require long building time, limited software experience

Formative years Post Formative years
Early childhood, which spans the period up to
8 years of age, is critical for cognitive, social, 
emotional and physical development.



Product line for education

$249
8 Modules







Teachers about Robo Wunderkind

“Robo introduces the youngest kids to 
authentic 21st century skill and it targets 

an age group that sometime doesn't 
even have that opportunity”

“An incredible day today as a group of 
children in my class really got to grips 

with the kit and showed some excellent 
design, thinking and control skills”

Kenneth Willers
Assoc. Superintendent Diocese of Oakland

Marc Faulder
Early Years Teacher, Apple Distinguished Educator



Traction

Users in 60+ countries



Beloved by schools and kids all over the world!



Events
B2B + B2C 

Partnerships  
B2B + B2C

Video Tutorials
B2B + B2C

Blogs 
B2C + B2B

Ambassador 
Programs 

B2B

Digital marketing
(B2C) 

PR
(B2C + B2B) 

Social Content 

PPC, Email marketing, 
SMM, SEO



Achievements

Numerous prizes Worldwide media 
coverage

Media about us



14 person team of engineers, designers, educators and marketers, 
graduates of University of Waterloo, Technical University of Vienna, Hyper Island 

Anna Iarotska
Co-founder & CEO

Yuri Levin
Co-founder & CDO

London School of Economics, 10+ years of 
experience in consulting and investment 
management

Vienna University of Technology, work on numerous 
art and design projects

Management



Valeria Servetnyk
Business development manager

valeria@robowunderkind.com

For more information please contact:


